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Abstract—Commercial GNSS devices are very common nowa-
days. The rather accurate position and velocity estimation made
navigation very efficient. Lane detection, however, requires a level
of accuracy which is hardly reached by such devices. In this work,
we present a novel framework for lane detection using GNSS

devices. We suggest a framework for analyzing rapid changes in
the satellite’s signal-strength, caused by a momentary blockage
due to utility and light poles. A method for detecting such
momentary changes between LOS/NLOS is presented, followed
by a geometric algorithm that improves location-accuracy of
commercial GNSS devices to less than 1 meter error-range.
The algorithm was verified using both simulation and field
experiments.

Index Terms—GNSS, Shadow Matching, Lane detection

I. INTRODUCTION

Lane detection is usually addressed as a computer vision

problem. Knowing a vehicle’s specific lane while driving is

a pre-condition for several applications such as autonomous

driving, Automated Vehicle Location (AVL) systems and soft-

ware for safety awareness and navigation. Present commercial

navigation systems require accurate lane detection to present

accurate driving directions. On board (GNSS) devices do not

reach this accuracy level.

GNSS devices has a normal position accuracy of 5 meters

with an upper accuracy limit of 2-3 meters [17]. This limit can

only be achieved in open-sky scenario using multiple Line-Of-

Sight (LOS) satellites. However, this level of accuracy is not

provide sufficiently robust lane detection. Navigation software

commonly use other algorithms such as, mainly Map Matching

and Dead Reckoning, to overcome this lack in position accu-

racy robustness. Such methods, however, often fail to provide

the required accuracy, often when lane detection is critical,

such as in case of branched interchanges (as shown in Figure

1) and close lanes (may lead to different destinations).

Recently, a new approach has been introduced for GNSS

accuracy improvement in urban canyons: Shadow Matching

[1], [7], [15]. The method is based on reducing the possible

locations by adding geometrical constrains of the buildings’

shadows. Urban environments are characterized by dense tall

buildings that block many LOS satellites. The novelty of

this approach lies in two key elements: (i) The ability to

utilize the Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) satellites. (ii) One can

easily incorporates data from other GNSS satellites (such as

GLONASS and GALILEO) to gain better accuracy.

However, this method, improves the accuracy only in urban

areas where dense tall buildings are present. In highway

scenario, however, there are no buildings present, but clear

LOS may still be prevented. Highways and interchanges sur-

roundings include the following features: (i) A relatively open-

sky ii) Existence of many utility and light poles. The first

feature’s implication is that the estimated position produced by

the GNSS device is rather accurate. Figure 2 shows a typical

shadow map with seven poles (of which two are depicted in the

picture) and 15 satellites. The satellite’s azimuth and elevation

data is a real GPS and GLONASS constellation. When the

receiver is in a shading region, there is a NLOS state to

a specific satellite. Given a method to distinguish between

LOS/NLOS (Section III) and the locations of the poles, we

can improve the GNSS positioning accuracy. In particular,

this accurate location enables a robust lane detection. The

algorithm presented in this paper assumes a prior knowledge

of both the position and height of utility poles, as well other

type of obstacles, such as navigation signs and bridges). This

information can be obtained from the following sources: 3D

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Light Detection

And Ranging (LIDAR) photographs. Those poles can be mod-

eled using 3D-CAD tools such as, Google SketchUp and then

implemented into a GIS-based software (e.g., Google Earth).

Other sources include the satellite signals themselves, which

can be used to create a 3D map of the obstacles [1], [11].

Moreover, using a massive amount of users (crowd-sourcing),

for mapping the obstacles, allows both improved accuracy and

automatic-update. Once having the models, they can provide

the capability to predict a satellite LOS/NLOS state given an

estimated position.

Fig. 1. A typical scenario that requires navigation accuracy enhancement.
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Fig. 2. Shadow arrangement within 150×200 meter2 meter. The emulation
consists of 15 GNSS satellites. 2 poles shown in the picture.

II. RELATED WORKS

This paper’s aim is solving a lane detection problem using

Shadow Matching techniques. Extensive research was done

(separately) on both subjects.

A. Lane Detection

Du et al. [5] presented real-time, low-cost AVL system,

using both GPS and General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)

information. The system calculates the lane position through

a lane-level Map-Matching with reference to a lane-level

roadway network database. Toledo-Moreo et al. [2] presented

a navigation and integrity provision method at the lane-level,

using measurements from GNSS receiver, a gyroscope, the

odometer of the vehicle and a vectorial map. The system

provides lane allocation, vehicle position on the lane and its

relative position on the road. Liu and Lim [12], improved

the positioning accuracy via cooperative inter-vehicle, crowd-

sourcing and distance measurement. Nie et al. [14] argued

that most lane detection techniques based on vision require

considerable computing power. Thus, vision based lane de-

tection method remains still a challenging task. Bar-Hillel

et al. [9] presented a survey about recent progress in lane

detection. The authors claim that the main sensor modalities

are: monocular and stereo vision, LIDAR, information from

odometry or Inertial measurement unit (IMU) with GPS and

digital maps. One observation is that the most promising

technique is the vision based lane detection, while LIDAR

and GPS are complements.

Overall, the systems presented above are either too expen-

sive or too complicated for mass distribution. Moreover, most

of the lane detection systems are still based on computer vision

while there is a growing interest in lane detection techniques

which are based solely on commercial GNSS devices.

B. Shadow Matching

Previous works on Shadow Matching [7], [16], have used

3D city models to tackle the accuracy problem in urban

canyon environments. GNSS devices tend to perform poorly

in urban canyon environments. The erroneous pseudo-ranges,

due to the multipath phenomena, cause significant errors in

those environments. Moreover, one major property of urban

environments is the rapid change between LOS/NLOS states,

as apposed to the open sky scenario, where satellites tend

to slowly ”shine/decline” (LOS/NLOS). The ramification is

that the position computation is done with different satellites,

hence, there are spikes in the estimated position. In dense

urban canyons, the use of Extended-Kalman-Filter (EKF) tech-

nique may help eliminate discontinuity in the positions, yet,

the positioning accuracy tends to drift leading to significant

position errors. Yozevitch et al. [16] have recorded an average

error of about 50 meters in a pedestrian route.

C. Our Contribution

In this paper we present a new framework for the lane

detection problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first time lane detection problem is tackled solely with GNSS

Shadow Matching techniques. The fusion of lane detection

and Shadow Matching is not natural since utilizing Shadow

Matching method in accurate lane detection algorithms raises

challenges unmet with standard GNSS devices. The frame-

work we suggest unfolds several related applications never

before identified with GNSS Shadow Matching. Furthermore,

we present a method to construct a LOS/NLOS classifier in

high sampling rate (100 Hz and above). This high-speed

classification enables narrow obstacle detection - smaller than

1 meter wide, in velocity of 120 kilometers per hour (km/h).

III. LOS/NLOS CLASSIFICATION

Given a 3D map of the highway including utility poles and

given a method to estimate LOS/NLOS to a specific satellite,

the GNSS accuracy can be improved significantly allowing

exact and robust lane detection. Increased number of poles (or

other classified obstacles) in used by the algorithm, improves

its accuracy. This section focuses on LOS/NLOS classification

in a highway driving scenario.

The carrier frequency of any GNSS is within the range of

1.2− 1.6 GHz [6] [17]. Such frequencies suffer from signal

attenuation in NLOS conditions. Although GPS satellites send

a time-sync every 30 seconds [17], the signal strength is a

continuous value range and can be extrapolated in 10−100Hz
and even faster. Commercial GNSS devices allow to extract the

receiver’s carrier power to noise density, C/N0, measurement

in 10 Hz (e.g., SiRF output message 4 and 28 [10]) while

few other modules allow up to 100 Hz sampling rate.

Typical values of C/N0 range from 20 dB−Hz to 45 dB−

Hz where signal strength of 45 dB − Hz indicates a LOS

satellite and any value below 25 dB − Hz usually indicates

a NLOS satellite. Experiments we have done shown that any

strength above 40 dB−Hz distinguishes with high probability

a LOS satellite. The mid-range (below 40 and above 25)

is not injective in the LOS/NLOS classification. Previous

works [7] [1] tackled this problem by using a threshold in

order to distinguish between LOS/NLOS. Shadow Matching

algorithms for dense urban environments must classify the

min-range signals to LOS/NLOS since urban environments’

measurements hold many mid-range values. This classification

has an advantage, implemented for lane detection.
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Fig. 3. Open sky experiments - all visible satellites are above 40 dB−Hz

First, we assume open-sky scenario (Highways) and using

an external antenna to capture the GNSS signals. Open sky ex-

periments using our receiver have clearly shown distinguished

results for LOS/NLOS. (i.e., there is no measurement in the

mid-range). Those experiments have motivated us to use the

suggested receiver and antenna configuration. Figure 3 shows

GPS recording in open-sky scenario. Almost all the values are

above 40 dB−Hz. The elevation of the exceptional satellite is
6 degrees. Furthermore, the fluctuations in the signal-strength,

while in LOS state, are very small (Below 3 dB −Hz). This
information was used later on in our algorithm. Figure 4 shows

a recorded C/N0 value of a satellite with an elevation of 64

degrees over time while walking against a shading wall using

our receiver. This graph shows a clear distinction between

LOS/NLOS states. Both the decline and shine are very rapid.
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Fig. 4. C/N0 measurement over time. The recording was done while walking
in front of a building. In green, a simple threshold to classify LOS/NLOS.

Figure 4 is the basic pre-condition for any Shadow Match-

ing algorithm - ones ability to detect with high certainty a

LOS/NLOS satellite. The problem, however, is that ones ability

to detect a pole during a 90 km/h drive (25 m/s) is almost

impossible in 10 Hz SNR sampling. 100 Hz sampling is

the minimum rate for an accurate lane detection in high-

way speeds. Massive utility poles are approx 1.5 − 2 meter

width. Such widths can only be detected in a car velocity of

54 km/h or less. Figure 5 shows a Signal-strength recording

while driving in 40 km/h. Rapid Signal ATtenuation (RSAT)

events can be easily detected over a 0.1 second period. The

intensification is not as rapid as the attenuation but this

phenomena is caused by smoothing algorithms. All the RSAT

are at least 7 − 8 dB − Hz in 0.1 second. This magnitude

of RSAT can be detected in open sky scenario (figure 3).

Moreover, in such a scenario, the GNSS position estimation

is rather accurate (within 10− 15 meters) and can be used to

search for those RSAT. A RSAT of 6 dB−Hz may be ignored

if the estimated position in not correlated with a potential pole.

We chose to focus on the changes of the signal strength RAST,

for classification.
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Fig. 5. Rapid signal attenuation as recorded in 10Hz from 3 different
satellites.

Another aspect, regarding the LOS/NLOS classification, is

the RF propagation model of the carrier frequency (L1,L2 in

GPS). A well-known rule of thumb states obstacle 5−10 times

bigger than the wave-length of the signal to be simulated using

ray-tracing RF-models. This means that poles (obstacle) with

1 meter width and below, need a more delicate propagation

analysis. They can be used only when very close to the road

(no diffraction). Signal multipath are much more severe from

high elevation satellite due to earth reflection. All the RSAT

in 5 were caused from low elevation satellites (For a detailed

discussion regarding GPS multipath propagation refer to [8]).

IV. THE ALGORITHM

This section presents the main framework for lane detec-

tion in highway navigation using commercial GNSS devices.

We then demonstrate several possible applications using this

framework (e.g., lane-based traffic controller and monitoring,

accurate accident investigation). A common highway naviga-

tion scenario includes the following properties:

1) A highway includes several lanes which are properly

mapped. Also, there is an accurate 3D model of the

poles and other classified obstacles.

2) Open-sky scenario: there is a LOS to several GNSS

satellites (at least four, see figure 3).



3) GNSS velocity estimation: both magnitude and heading,

are accurate (below 1 km/h and below 2 degrees errors).

[13]

4) GNSS position estimation within 30 meters (i.e., The

Region Of Interest-ROI is 30× 30 meters).

Given a satellite position s and a 3D model of a utility pole,

the shadow of s can be computed efficiently. Moreover, given

a 3D query point q, computing if there is a LOS between q
and s can be done efficiently (for more information regarding

shadow and LOS, NLOS computation see [3], [4]).

Fig. 6. Lane detection example. The colored segments represent the distance
between the 2 RSAT.

Figure 6 shows the computed shades of two satellites and

a single pole. The colored segments represent the distance

between two RSAT in all four lanes. Their respective distances

are: Yellow - 13.1 meters. Green - 28.5 meters. Red - 34.1
meters. Blue - 40.25 meters.

As mentioned above, the algorithm assumes a prior knowledge

of the Poles’ position and structure. In addition to the 3D map,

the algorithm holds information about the constellation of the

satellites (azimuth, elevation and ECEF coordinates).

A. Algorithm

The principle of GNSS accuracy improvement algorithm is

rather simple, and contains the following steps:

1) Use GNSS data to detect a degraded position area (ROI1)

and velocity.

2) Continuously record and store RSATx events. (x de-

notes a specific satellite.)

3) Construct a set of 3D rays using the RSAT events and

the satellites’ known position.

4) Compute a set of intersections points over the set of rays

5) Find the optimal motion vector from the known poles’

positions to the intersections set already computed cor-

responding to the ROI

Figure 2 shows two flower-like intersections around poles

as were generated by the 3D model. The algorithm optimally

matches the computed intersections to the poles’ positions,

producing an improved accuracy.

1For practical uses a square of 30 × 30 meters is sufficient.

B. Implementation remarks.

Lane detection for practical GNSS navigation focuses on

intersecting lanes (i.e, lanes which lead to different places.)

Figure 6 demonstrates such a scenario: The east (yellow) lane

must be distinguished from all the other three lanes2. Enabling

the GNSS software to distinguish between those two intersect-

ing lanes will dramatically improve the navigation experience

and accuracy. In the Satellite constellation presented in figure

6, the east lane can uniquely classify those two lanes using

only one satellite and one pole. Figure 6 shows a simplified

scenario of two poles and two satellites. Nevertheless, there

exist an uniquely RSAT for the east lane in the yellow tack

location. Only one pole and one satellite enabled a uniquely

lane detection in the simplified scenario. Those scenarios are

not rare as one might think and given enough mapped poles

and 10 LOS satellites, almost each lane can be uniquely

determined, hence, simplifying the implementation of the

algorithm.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to test the correctness and accuracy of the suggested

framework, we have created a JAVA software simulation. As

stated before, gathering geometrical information about the

poles is an achievable task, and we have used Google-Earth

and Google Sketch-Up to achieve it. For our experiment, we

have used a real GPS and GLONASS satellite constellation

which was recorded on our device.

First, the simulation creates an imaginary route (i.e., a

unique position for each time-stamp). Then, for each time-

stamp a LOS/NLOS satellite vector is calculated. The sim-

ulation’s objective is to correctly estimate the original lane

using the velocity estimation and the LOS/NLOS classification.

In real world scenario, the GNSS device’s position will also

taken into count, to narrow the RSAT search. Since we assume

open-sky scenario, we use Map Matching in the computation

(i,e. we restricted the potential route only to the high-way

lanes). The simulation track RSAT in all the satellites and

computes the estimated distance between two RSAT using

the accurate velocity estimation (in the simulation, we have

added noise to the original estimation). Since the GNSS

satellite constellation is well known and since 3D maps of the

poles is also known, the simulation computes the distances

between every two RSAT. This computation is done not per a

satellite but per a lane. Having this information, the simulation

determine the lane as the one with the correlated distance

between two RSAT. Moreover, the simulation also deals with

lane crossing scenarios. The velocity heading (direction) in

the red path in figure 7 is 24.6 degrees north (all lanes have

the same heading).However, the heading in the green path

(lane crossing), is 30.4 degrees north. 6 degrees difference

in velocity heading can be easily detected in commercial

GNSS devices. Knowing both the heading (the angle) and

the estimated distance between two RSAT events, enable an

injective path within the shadows. Once the first estimated

2All four lanes are south to north



path (lane or cross-lane) is obtained, the next RSAT the

receiver encounter will replay the algorithm. The simulation

was computed using 10 and 100 Hz sampling rates. 100 Hz
sampling rate allows a robust and accurate path detection even

using 1 meter width poles at velocities up to 120 km/h.

Fig. 7. Different lane scenarios. The red route is the far left while the green
is crossing 2 lanes.

VI. HIGH SPEED LOS/NLOS CLASSIFIER

The suggested method for lane detection, although works

in the simulation, does not work on mobile devices (Smart

phones). The main and foremost reason is that there has not

been a demand yet for such a feature yet. The technological

barriers are the build-in internal antenna which makes the

LOS/NLOS classification a hard problem and the slow sam-

pling rate. Detecting a RSAT even with an external antenna

used in this case, is not an easy task using 10 Hz sampling

rates. Almost all GNSS commercial devices calculate the

position using 1 Hz (each second) sampling rate. In some

devices it is possible to extract the signal-strength data in

10 Hz. New devices (like the OEM628 by Novatel) are

capable of 100 Hz for both GPS and GLONASS with velocity

errors of 0.03m/s. In this section we present a new concept to

deal with the LOS/NLOS classification in high sampling rate.

The method is to fabricate a specific LOS/NLOS classifier.

This classifier can be hardware implemented readily inside

commercial chips.

Each GNSS satellite has a unique PRN (Pseudo Random

Number) code (aka C/A code). In GPS, the C/A code is

modulated with the data generator and transmitted via means

of correlation. As the receiver is able to recognize all C/A

codes currently in use, by systematically shifting and com-

paring every known code with all incoming satellite signals,

a complete match will eventually occur (that is to say the

correlation factor CF is one), and a correlation point will be

attained. The longer the correlation time (Dwell time) the more

sensitive the receiver is (sensitive is the receiver ability to

detect NLOS signals). We suggest to decrease the correlation

time and by that to increase the sampling rate of LOS/NLOS.

NLOS satellites would not be detected in short frame. (we

have shown in the previous sections that a standard RSAT is

usually 7 − 8 dB − Hz and more.) Furthermore, using our

device (ORG44tx by Origin GPS) we could not detect RSATs

events at 50 km/h and faster.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article we have introduced a new method for lane

detection using commercial GNSS devices and 3D models of

utility poles. The experimental results were obtained solely on

the GPS system and 10 Hz sampling rate. However, the sim-

ulation clearly shows broader satellite’s constellation (mainly

GLONASS and GALILEO) and higher sampling rates (100 Hz
and above) will improve the algorithm accuracy. The relatively

accurate velocity estimation, computed by commercial GNSS

devices, enables the algorithm to detect lane crossings using

a single pole and just two satellites. In addition, a method

for implementation of a high-speed LOS/NLOS classifier was

presented. Finally, the suggested framework may be used to

accurately map utility and light poles, allowing crowd-sourcing

Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) algorithms.
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